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Abstract 

The Faroe Islands are aiming for 100% renewable electricity generation. The complexity of operational power systems with a 

high level of renewable generation necessitates accurate dynamic models. Many power systems, including the Faroe Islands, 

do however consist of generation units with old governors and automatic voltage regulators, in which suitable models and 

parameters are unknown. Obtaining dynamic models with parameters that replicated measurements proved to be challenging 

using existing procedures. Therefore, this paper presents an alternative and combined procedure for identifying and validating 

the controllers and parameters. The procedure utilises measurement data from trip tests, standard controller models, and an 

optimisation algorithm. The procedure also combines hybrid simulations and system-wide simulations. A successful 

application of the proposed procedure on the power system of the Faroe Islands is presented. The proposed approach can be 

applied to other power systems and is especially suitable for other island power systems of similar size to the Faroese power 

system.

1 Introduction 

Climate changes due to carbon emissions are a global 

concern, and a big contributor to this is electrical power 

generation. The electricity and heat sectors have previously 

been estimated to be 25% of the global greenhouse gas 

emissions [1]. Power systems worldwide are however 

replacing the carbon-based generation with renewables to 

decrease the emissions. The thermal generators are replaced 

by wind turbines, photovoltaic panels (solar), nuclear power 

plants and hydro turbines, depending on the local geography 

and resources available. The environmental advantages of 

renewable energy are obvious, but there are several 

disadvantages regarding the power system operation, e.g., the 

intermittent nature of wind speeds and solar irradiation. 

Intermittent production from a wind power plant or 

photovoltaic power plant is especially an issue in small power 

systems, as in larger systems it can be evened out by other 

power plants. In addition to this, the consumption on islands 

is small and fluctuating, which is why oil and if possible, 

hydro has traditionally been used to produce electricity on 

islands.  

In 2014 the Faroe Islands, see Figure 1, announced its so-

called green vision (100by2030), becoming 100% green in 

terms of electricity production by 2030. The islands are 

surrounded by an abundance of renewable resources in terms 

of wind, hydro, tidal streams and to a certain extent solar 

energy, but balancing the system at 100% is challenging. 

Although the hydro resource is available, it is limited relative 

to the size. Also, the mild climate and moderate mountains 

mean that hydro does not get a seasonal input from melting 

ice.  

 

Figure 1 Map of the Faroe Islands [2] 

An economically optimised and tangible RoadMap towards 

100% in 2030 ensuring a balance between supply and 

demand in the years under investigation (2020-2030) has 

been made for the Faroese power system [3]. This study 

reveals that wind power will be the main provider of energy 
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complemented by solar energy in the summer months when 

the wind resources typically are low. To bridge the energy 

gap at times with low renewable resources available, a 

relatively large-scale pumped hydro system is proposed.  

The increasing penetration of intermittent and inverter-based 

renewable energy into a relatively small, isolated power 

system, calls for precise and validated simulation models to 

ensure the frequency- and voltage stability in the power 

system as the inverter-based technologies steadily substitute 

the synchronous generators and their inherent system 

services. These system services are inertia, short circuit 

power and active/reactive power regulation. The active and 

reactive power regulation after a disturbance is conducted by 

the governors and automatic voltage regulators (AVR), which 

compensate for the power deficit between the generation and 

demand. 

High accuracy power system models are essential in power 

system planning and operation. Analyses and validations of 

these models have to occur continuously [4]–[8]. A power 

system model, which has not been validated with 

measurements, can only be used for academic exercises [6] 

and assessing power systems without computer simulations is 

inconceivable [5]. The application of dynamic power system 

models is not only for analyses after large disturbances but 

also relevant for voltage- and frequency stability studies, 

protection schemes and restoration plans. A validated power 

system model can minimise disruption in the operation and 

risks to equipment [4]. However, obtaining a full system 

validated model can be difficult, as one sub-model [4] or 

even one single parameter [5], can change the simulation 

results significantly. Old generation units, e.g., diesel 

generators and hydro turbines, are commonly found in small, 

isolated grids, like the power system in the Faroe Islands. The 

available information about suitable computer models and 

respective parameters for these is limited or even non-

existent, which makes the task of obtaining a fully validated 

model even more challenging. Even with correct models, this 

is a difficult task, as each parameter is associated with an 

inaccuracy.  

Validation of power system models is usually conducted as 

either System-Wide Simulations (SWS) or Hybrid 

Simulations (HS), see e.g. reference [9] and [10] respectively. 

These two methods have been compared by den Boer [11]. 

The first method, i.e. SWS, is a simulation of a full system 

replicating a previously recorded event. The dynamic 

response is compared to field measurements. In HS a sub-

network is isolated, and then e.g., voltage and frequency time 

series are injected into this sub-network. The dynamic 

behaviour of the sub-network, e.g., generators’ active and 

reactive power, is compared to measurements. A study case 

[11] shows that neither method perfectly resembles the 

measurements. HS showed a better resemblance with the 

measurements, but it must be considered that this is a 

simulation with measured frequency and voltage as inputs. 

This means that the measurements are partly controlling the 

simulation results. Validating a whole network (using SWS) 

instead of a sub-network (using HS), obviously gives a better 

indication of the accuracy of the system model, but it can 

lead to high computational time due to the complexity of the 

system model. The advantage of using HS in the validation 

process is the simplification to a sub-network and it is said to 

be crucial for validations [6], but complementary tools are 

needed [12], as HS is not always sufficient. This issue is also 

addressed in another study [13], which proposes a two-level 

online parameter identification, by parameterising models 

using HS and then validating throughout the whole system.  

Measurement data used for parameterisation is usually 

obtained from planned tests, but studies have also suggested 

using actual disturbances [4], [5]. The advantage of staged 

tests is that it can easier to parameterise, as the disturbance, 

exact operation scenario etc. is known. On the other hand, the 

advantage of online validation is that it does not require 

taking a unit out of service. It can however take a long time 

to obtain enough data from natural disturbances to be able to 

accurately parameterise models, and a staged test might not 

reflect some of the interactions and dynamic behaviour 

between the different governors and voltage regulators etc. 

The parametrisation of models can be done manually, by 

trial-and-error varying the parameters, but it can be very 

difficult to find the correct parameters, especially when 

looking at a whole system as many parameters are 

interdependent. Thus, multiple optimisation algorithms have 

been applied to parameterise dynamic models, by minimising 

the difference between measured and simulated dynamic 

responses see e.g. references [14]–[17]. Reference [8] 

suggests automating the comparison of simulation and 

measurements during validation, and use this for calibrating 

the parameters respectively. It also divides the response into 

two during validation, the oscillatory behaviour and the slow 

governor response. There are however also disadvantages 

with such an automatic optimisation, e.g. reference [18] states 

that optimising the parameters does not ensure the sensitivity 

of the parameters.  

In the past parameterisation was commonly conducted using 

frequency response [19], [20], but this is not common in 

newer literature. Huang et al. [21] use a Kalman filter with 

event playback (of disturbance). However, the need to 

improve the event playback method due to limitations of 

phasor measurement units (PMU) has also been identified 

[22]. This is done by using a multi-model adaptive Kalman 

filtering, singular spectrum analysis and initialising the event 

playback after the first fast transients, which cannot be 

captured by the PMU. The particle swarm optimisation 

algorithm (PSO), is also commonly used to identify 

parameters, but a previous study [9] proposes a modified 

version of PSO to improve the results. This study also states 

that parameters can be identified using different events. 

Weaknesses have not only been identified with the 

algorithms used, but also with the standard models available. 

A study [23] claims that the standard models must be 

extended with frequency ramp rate, activity range and dead-

band to accurately represent reality. One method developed 

to estimate the parameters of a diesel generator is proposed in 

[24]. This study presents a hierarchical optimisation method, 
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which is based on how each parameter affects the response of 

the generator, i.e. if it has an impact on the reactive power, 

active power or if it is neutral. The case study is based on a 

microgrid. In reference [25] the diesel governors on Kinmen 

island (Taiwan) are parameterised and validated using a 

reduced order governor, as high order models are 

complicated, and the risk of finding a local optimum with 

high order optimisation is higher than when fewer parameters 

are validated. The study utilised the HS method using a PSO 

algorithm to find suitable parameters. The generators, 

governors and AVRs in Cyprus have been validated based on 

past disturbances by Stavrinos et al. [26] using a manual 

approach. Information about generators and governors was 

available, while AVRs were modelled using standard models 

with default parameters. In cases where the resemblance 

between measured and simulation was not good enough, the 

parameters were adjusted. A study on the validation of a 

generating unit in Poland combines a genetic algorithm with 

a gradient algorithm [27]. Reference [10] focuses on 

validating hydro governors in three power plants in the 

Pacific North West in North America. Another attempt at 

validating a power system is found in [28], in which Bonaire 

Island (Caribbean Sea) is the study case. This study does not 

explain how the power system has been modelled but 

emphasises the importance of validating the load models, as 

the air conditioners in Bonaire are a significant contributor to 

the dynamic system response. These few study cases show 

that different approaches and algorithms are used to validate 

power system models, from manual adjustment to using 

optimisation algorithms to find suitable parameters.  

Most previous studies use one event to parameterise models, 

which could result in finding a very specific local set of 

fitting parameters, i.e., the found parameters might only be 

valid for one event. Using multiple scenarios for 

parameterisation can prevent this, if not obtaining a global 

parameter set, it at least fits for a wider range of events [4], 

[7]. Reference [7] used multiple events to parameterise 

generator parameters, and a better set of parameters was 

obtained compared to a parameterisation using one event. 

The model of the Faroese power system has been developed 

in DIgSILENT’s PowerFactory over several years. The 

model has been load-flow validated, while the dynamic 

validation showed to be a challenging task. It started with 

using HS validation with manual adjustment of parameters, 

but the SWS simulation using these HS manually adjusted 

parameters did not replicate the measurements. The need to 

use automatization to test different combinations of 

parameters was identified. A script was written to test 

different combinations using SWS, and through a brute force 

algorithm, the simulation closest to the measurements could 

be identified. It was however difficult to find the best 

parameters, and even with the small system of the Faroe 

Islands, the computational time was an issue. The authors 

then utilised the system parameter identification (SPI) tool in 

PowerFactory, which, as the name implies, is suitable for this 

type of assignment. 

This paper presents an alternative combined procedure for 

identifying and validating parameters of governors and AVR 

of a whole system using multiple staged tests/disturbances, in 

which most models and respective parameters are 

unavailable. The advantage of the proposed procedure is that 

it uses the simple HS for initial parameterisation by SPI and 

validates the models with SWS. The parameterisation is 

conducted using multiple events simultaneously to prevent 

obtaining a local set of suitable parameters. In the case where 

the validation shows that the parameterisation with HS is 

insufficient, which is an issue addressed previously, a second 

parameterisation with SWS is conducted. Using SWS for 

parameterisation is computationally heavy, which is why HS 

is preferred in cases where the response is acceptable. This 

procedure is ideal for islanded power systems of similar sizes 

to the Faroe Islands. The main disadvantage with SWS is the 

computational time, so a system smaller than the power 

system in the Faroe Islands can parameterise models without 

issues using only SWS parameterisation. For systems 

significantly larger than the Faroese power system, the time 

required for SWS parameterisation is too high, so this is not 

even considered an option. This study does not focus on the 

optimisation algorithm itself, but rather on the improvement 

of the combined procedure of parameterisation and validation 

described further in section 2. The proposed procedure has 

been applied to two independent grids in the power system in 

the Faroe Islands, as seen in section 3. The dynamic 

simulation results show a satisfactory resemblance with the 

10 Hz online measurements. 

2. Proposed Procedure 

A flowchart of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 2. 

To utilise this approach, a validated static load-flow model is 

required. The method has been applied using DIgSILENT’s 

PowerFactory. Generally, the procedure is not restricted to 

PowerFactory only, but adaptions might be necessary when 

using other software tools. The proposed methodology 

combines SWS and HS. The main idea is that the primary 

controllers are parameterised using HS together with 

PowerFactory's System Parameter Identification (SPI) tool, 

and then validated with SWS. If the SWS shows a behaviour 

deviating significantly from the measurements, the second 

parameterisation of user-selected parameters using SWS with 

SPI is conducted. SPI minimises the difference between 

measured and simulated responses, by optimising user-

selected parameters. In this study case, the Particle Swarm 

Optimisation (PSO) algorithm was used, mainly due to its 

computational efficiency. SPI is a time demanding process, 

and thus utilising HS is a great advantage as the 

simplification of the grid makes the parameterisation faster. 

However, when validating the parameters in SWS, the 

parameters did not replicate the measurements accurately in 

all cases, which is why it is necessary to run SPI with SWS 

for regulators which cannot be validated after HS 

parameterisation. Each step of the flowchart is described in 

detail in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 2 Flowchart for proposed parameter identification and 

validation procedure 

• Data availability: The first step of the proposed 

procedure is to check whether useful measurement 

data are available. For data to be classified as useful, 

the generators' have to have had a clear primary 

response, which has been measured with a sufficient 

resolution e.g., 10 Hz. This data can originate from 

previous disturbances or tests conducted for the 

purpose. The data, which was used in this study 

case, was the active and reactive power of the 

generators online and the frequency and voltages 

measured at the generators’ busbars. The 

measurements with the highest resolution in the 

Faroese power system are 10 Hz, and these were the 

measurements used in the examples described in this 

paper. Each generator must be online in e.g., 3 

datasets, to ensure that the parameterisation, and 

thus, validation is valid for multiple events. 

• Conduct tests: In the case where no useful data is 

available, it is necessary to conduct tests on the 

system and record needed measurements with a 

suitable resolution (e.g., 10 Hz). This could for 

example be a generator trip or sudden load changes, 

which result in a clear primary response for the 

remaining generators online. 

• Data preparation: The data needed for the 

parameterisation and validation must be prepared 

according to the required setup of the simulations 

and made suitable for the specific software. This can 

be extracting irrelevant parameters from a data file, 

limiting the period, converting parameters to p.u. 

etc. Also, the data must be analysed and corrected 

for any faulty data points. 

• Choice of regulator model: A model for each 

regulator can be chosen from the software library or 

custom designed. It can be challenging to find a 

model, which fits the regulator exactly, but the IEEE 

Recommended Practice for Excitation System 

Models for Power System Stability Studies [29] and 

support from the manufacturer can be helpful or 

even required sometimes. 

• HS parameterisation: Each regulator is 

parameterised separately using HS and SPI with 

PSO, but with all relevant datasets for the regulator 

simultaneously. This is done by making multiple 

identical sub-networks all representing the same 

generator, but with voltage and frequency inputs 

from different scenarios. The default parameters are 

used as start values. A so-called "configuration 

script" for the regulator is used to make sure that the 

regulators in each subnetwork keep the same 

parameters when running SPI, so the parameters are 

optimised according to all relevant scenarios. 

• HS evaluation: A qualitative evaluation of whether 

the responses can be improved through additional 

HS parameterisation, or if one should proceed to the 

SWS validation. 

• Parameter or regulator: A qualitative evaluation 

of whether optimising other regulator parameters or 

using different boundaries can improve the response, 

or if another regulator model must be used.   

• SWS validation: The validation is an RMS 

simulation (SWS) which replicates the 

tests/disturbances and compares the simulation 

results with recorded measurements.  

• SWS evaluation: The validation is evaluated 

qualitative, and if the results are sufficient with 

regards to pattern, min/max and settling time, it is 

concluded that an accurate model has been obtained. 

There are no standards for defining when a model is 

sufficiently accurate, and thus this is up to the 

engineer criteria. If the results for a specific 

regulator are insufficient, a second parameterisation 

is required. 

• Scenario check: The second parameterisation can 

be done for all relevant scenarios individually. This 

step checks whether any available scenarios have 

not been SWS parameterised. If SWS 

parameterisation has been run for every relevant 

scenario, and the validation still is insufficient, it is 

concluded that a sufficient result cannot be obtained 

with the specific regulator model, and thus, the 

process should be restarted with another regulator 

model. 

• SWS parameterisation: The second 

parameterisation uses SPI with SWS. It is not 

possible to run multiple scenarios simultaneously 

with SWS, thus the SWS parameterisation is 

conducted for one scenario, and the new parameters 

are validated and evaluated. If these are insufficient 

the SWS parameterisation is run again with another 

scenario. SPI is in this case configured to optimise 
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only the parameters of the regulator(s), which show 

insufficient results. 

3 Application to the Faroese Power System 

The procedure proposed in the previous section has been 

applied to the Faroese power system, specifically the 

synchronous generators in the main grid which connects 11 

out of 18 islands, and the isolated grid on the island of 

Suðuroy. The synchronous generation capacity, i.e., diesel 

and hydro, is 124 MW in the main grid and 17 MW in 

Suðuroy. A list of power plants, the respective grid, the type, 

number of units and the total generation capacity at the plant 

can be found in Table 1 [30]. In addition to the synchronous 

generation capacity, the Faroese power system includes wind 

turbines of 24.5 MW in total and a small photovoltaic plant 

of 0.24 MW. Models for all wind turbines (except the 

3x660kW windfarm at Mýrarnar) with the actual parameters 

have been provided by the manufacturer, and the 

performance has been validated using SWS simulations, thus 

the need for a validation procedure considering the wind 

turbines is not needed. The photovoltaic plant of 0.24 MW is 

relatively small, is not equipped with any active or reactive 

power regulation capabilities to support the grid and is 

connected to the distribution grid, thus this plant has not been 

modelled. The biogas plant is likewise relatively small and 

placed in the distribution grid and has not been modelled. The 

generator is a synchronous machine, but the active and 

reactive power regulation from this unit is negligible. 

Table 1 List of power plants, type, number of units and total 

plant capacity in the main grid and the grid in Suðuroy, Faroe 

Islands [30].  

Grid Plant Type Units 

(#) 

Capacity 

(MW) 

Main Sundsverkið Heavy fuel 

oil 

9 82.5 

 Elverkið á 

Strond 

Heavy fuel 

oil and hydro 

2 5 

 Eiðisverkið Hydro 3 22.1 

 Fossáverkið Hydro 2 6.5 

 Heygaverkið Hydro 1 5.4 

 Mýruverkið Hydro 1 2.4 

 Neshagi Wind 5 4.5 

 Húsahagi Wind 13 11.7 

 Mýrarnar Wind 3 2 

 Förka Biogas 1 1.5 

Suðuroy Vágsverkið Heavy fuel 

oil 

4 13.6 

 Botnur Hydro 2 3 

 Porkerishagi Wind 7 6.3 

 Sumba Photovoltaics - 0.24 

 

Multiple staged tests have been conducted to obtain enough 

measurement data to parameterise and validate the governors 

and AVRs in the main grid and Suðuroy. The tests were done 

by tripping one of the online generators. In most of the tests 

the generator, which was tripped, had a high production of 

either active or reactive power, not both. This was done to 

capture e.g., a frequency drop, which was mostly associated 

with the loss of active power, not impacted by a large voltage 

drop due to reactive power loss. This makes it possible to 

parameterise the AVRs in a scenario where the response from 

the governors was limited. Some of the tests were however 

conducted by tripping a generator with a high production of 

both active and reactive power. This paper highlights the 

results from three examples of parametrisation and 

validation. 

Figure 3 shows an example of the reactive power and voltage 

validation of one of the events in Suðuroy with the final 

regulator parameters. In this scenario it was not necessary to 

conduct a second parameterisation using SWS, i.e., the 

parameters were identified using the HS parameterisation 

only. The staged test in this example is that a diesel generator 

(VG G4) producing 80 kW and 510 kvar is tripped. The other 

generators online are two hydro turbines (BO G1 and BO G2) 

and another diesel generator (VG G3). The plot clearly shows 

a good resemblance between measured (blue) and simulated 

(red) responses. For BO G1, there are two relatively high 

spikes in the measurements after the event, and these are not 

seen in the simulation. However, this inaccuracy looks worse 

than it is, as it is due to the resolution of the measurement, 

0.01 MW. The generator is small and is only producing 20 

kvar steady state, which is why this difference is so visible. 

There is also an offset for VG G3, but this is caused by an 

overall reactive power offset in the static load flow model. 

An offset in the static model must be compensated by one of 

the generators in the dynamic simulation, and in this case, it 

is VG G3, the largest generator online during the test. 

 

Figure 3 Example from reactive power/voltage validation 

(SWS) in Suðuroy. Red is simulated and blue is measured. 
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An example with active power and frequency validation for 

the main grid is shown in Figure 4. The total generation 

capacity in the main grid is significantly larger in the main 

grid than in Suðuroy and the number of generation units is 

higher, see Table 1. This makes the task of validating the 

model of the main grid more difficult than the grid in 

Suðuroy. Figure 3 shows the grid frequency and active power 

for one of the diesel engines which was online (SD G6) and 

two of the hydro turbines (EI G2 and HE G1) during the 

staged test. Other engines were online, but these are some of 

the largest, and thus, some of the most interesting units. The 

measurements and simulations show very similar behaviour, 

for both EI G2 and SD G6, the simulation response is much 

more stable before, during and post the event. The generators 

shown here were parameterised through HS only. There is a 

difference between the simulated and measured inertial 

response for HE G1, but the difference might be associated 

with limitations in the measurements rather than the 

simulation, as the measured inertial response for HE G1 

seems to happen in two steps rather than one continuous. The 

grid frequency shows acceptable ROCOF, frequency nadir 

and steady-state frequency. The consequence of applying a 

method which would not lead to an as good validation is that 

the model could not be used to plan a future expansion or 

analyse past disturbances to the same degree. The frequency 

does have a steady-state deviation from 50 Hz, due to the 

secondary control in the Faroe Islands being manual. 

 

Figure 4 Example from active power/frequency validation 

(SWS) in the main grid. Red is simulated and blue is 

measured. 

Gomez et al. (2011) state, as previously discussed, that HS 

parameterisation does not always lead to simulation results 

which can be validated, and this was also experienced during 

the validation of the Faroese power system, which is why 

SWS parameterisation was included as a step in Figure 1. 

Figure 5 shows the reactive power response of two hydro 

turbines in one plant (Fossáverkið in Table 1) to one of the 

staged tests. Blue is the measured reactive power, SWS 

validation using parameters from the HS parameterisation is 

in yellow, and red shows the validation after the SWS 

parameterisation. The yellow curves show a response which 

is far from the actual response, while the SWS 

parameterisation improves the responses of both generators, 

especially FO G1. The response of FO G2 has a steady-state 

error but is improved significantly during the first seconds 

after the test, and the steady-state deviation is also smaller 

than using only HS parameterisation. 

 

Figure 5 Example where SWS parameterisation was needed 

to improve resemblance between simulated and measured 

response. Blue is measured, yellow is a simulation after only 

HS parameterisation and red is after SWS parameterisation. 

 

4 Conclusion 

There are many methods and approaches to parameterise and 

validate power system models. Validating the power system 

model of the Faroe Islands has been a long process, and 

different approaches have been used ending with a procedure 

combining different approaches available, which has resulted 

in a successful application to two isolated grids in the Faroe 

Islands. The proposed method, which is a significant 

scientific contribution, takes advantage of the simple and fast 

HS parameterisation, but also identifies the need for SWS in 

validation and parameterisation, as HS in some cases leads to 

system-wide simulations which cannot be validated. The 

method also considers multiple staged tests, to ensure that the 

parameters found can be validated for multiple scenarios, 

which also increases the possibility to find a global optimum 

during the parameter optimisation, rather than a local 

optimum. Power systems smaller than the Faroe Islands 

might not see the need to use HS parameterisation instead of 

SWS, while SWS parameterisation is not an option for larger 

systems, due to the complexity and computational time, 

which is why the method shown here is especially interesting 

for islanded power systems of similar sizes as the Faroe 

Islands. In the application to the Faroese power system, 

PowerFactory was used together with the PSO algorithm, but 

the approach can be used in other software and with other 
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optimisation algorithms. It is expected that this procedure 

will show similar improvements in finding controller 

parameters of similar island systems. 
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